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1: Astrology - Wikipedia
There are 12 zodiac signs, and each sign has its own strengths and weaknesses, its own specific traits, desires and
attitude towards life and people. By analyzing the projection of the position of planets, and the Sun and the Moon on the
Ecliptic at the moment of birth. Astrology can give us a.

Scorpio women are very complex characters and they are quite frankly hard to keep up with! A Scorpio
woman is naturally mysterious and sexy, which is why she is challenging to date. Scorpio females have
explosive personalities and can really erupt like volcanoes when they are mad. Scorpio is one of the angriest
zodiac signs after all. What are Scorpios good at? Scorpio are strong leaders and have very intense
personalities. Scorpios are very determined and thanks to their devotion, they always see things through to the
end. Their powerful ideas and energy mean they are capable of success on a large scale. Due to their
courageous nature, Scorpios make great friends and team players. Are all Scorpios jealous? Scorpio is the
most jealous zodiac sign. Scorpios are such intense characters that their emotions are often magnified and
deepened and jealousy is no different. When a Scorpio feels jealous and threatened, they can become very
unkind and hurtful. What zodiac signs are compatible with Scorpio? Scorpio and Cancer are made for each
other and really have what it takes to go the distance in a relationship. Scorpio and Virgo make a great couple,
as long as they decide to open up to each other. As for Scorpio and Pisces, they make an awesome couple and
have lots in common. Who do Scorpios not get along with? Scorpio horoscope today reveals all. The Scorpio
weekly horoscope tells all.
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2: Zodiac Sign Characteristics Detailed Character Traits for The Zodiac Signs!
Astrology and Aptitude exemplifies self-discovery through the astrological chart. Used as a map to becoming what we
are meant to be, this book unveils the mystery and complexity of vocation, career and creativity.

Aries personalities are independent. Being the first of the zodiac signs, they venture out and are go-getters,
often leading the way. Their upbeat and magnetic personality often entices others to follow their lead because
their personalities bring excitement into others lives. If confronted, they can turn to be quite childish, will fight
back with their agressive nature and are known to have temper tantrums should they not get their way. If a
business idea comes their way, they tend to plunge right in. More than willing to take a gamble and follow
their dreams and goals. However, if success is not immediate, they tend to lose interest and give up easily.
They are notorious for not finishing what they have begun. This is due to the low tolerance for boredom and
lack of patience. If the excitement is gone from their business idea, they go off and search for it elsewhere.
Independence is key, they do not like to take orders from others and enjoy getting their way. They can get
childish or moody should they be given orders that they do not like and easily take offense to comments made.
Aries are self-involved and can be self-centered, if they do not pay attention to the feelings of others, can
easily become spoiled and resented by others. In order to get their way, they will tell a lie if it seems
advantageous to do so. They are however, not very good liars and other people can usually see through them.
Underneath the strong, independent surface may lie insecurity. This is due to the intense drive to succeed and
they put too much pressure on themselves, thus resulting in self-doubt however, the natural optimism and
enthusiasm overtakes this and the underlying insecurity may never be known to others. Aries is the first of the
zodiac signs whichis the sign of the self. People born under this sign strongly project their personalities onto
others and can be very self-oriented. Aries tend to venture out into the world and leave impressions on others
that they are exciting, vibrant and talkative. They tend to live adventurous lives and like to be the center of
attention, but rightly so since they are natural, confident leaders. Enthusiastic about their goals and enjoy the
thrill of the hunt, "wanting is always better then getting" is a good way to sum it up. Very impulsive and
usually do not think before they act - or speak. Too often Aries will say whatever pops into their head and
usually end up regretting it later! Dating never lacks excitement. She is hot-blooded, and forceful, so you had
better be able to handle the heat! The Aries woman is for the person who likes an independent self-driven
woman who can fend for herself and is not clingy and needy. For her, the best part of the relationship is the
beginning, then the spark is there and she is trying to catch you to be hers. She will find happiness in a
long-term relationship because she enjoys sharing everything with her partner. She will not only have a
romantic partner but a best friend too. She has a great need for love and passion but she will never let a man
become the master, she considers her partner to be equal and are not for domineering men. She will be faithful
but she expects the same in return. She can be jealous because she wants a man to give her all of his attention,
"all or nothing", so her jealously is rooted in her possessiveness, she has to be number one in his eyes. She will
always encourage and give strength to her partner so an Aries woman is great to have in times of despair or
need, she will always be there for you. In order to have this happy ending, she needs to feel appreciated and
loved. An Aries man has a lust for adventure, so if you are thinking about having a relationship be prepared
for fast-paced adventure, novelty and excitement. He is always eager to try new things - including
relationships. That is not to say that every Aries man will only provide an exciting and short-lived
relationship, but this is usually the case. He might stick around if you are the type of woman that enjoys
having the man take the lead and basking in his glory. He enjoys challenge so if you are the woman to offer
challenges to him - like playing hard to get - he might stick around longer. Remember, this man is all about
the thrill of the chase. He needs you to be "swept off your feet" by him. Appear innocent- hard-to-get and he
will be wrapped around your little finger. Never take advantage because his short temper will turn into a fury
of anger and he way leave and never look back. Let them know that you admire them, they thrive of
admiration and followers. Let them know that you love their zest for life and that you find them intriguing,
they love compliments more then most other astrology signs. Compliment them physically and mentally, they
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like conversation about intellectual topics and engage them in a lively discussion, or a friendly debate. They
love the challenge and the stimulation of good, intelligent conversation. Ask them for advice, let them know
that you look up to them. Remember, Aries is the first sign of the zodiac and the most forward and
independent, they love followers. Do not be a push over, do not keep your opinions to yourself because they
will quickly get bored if you agree with everything they say. Do not attempt to control them however, they do
not like taking orders. Aries are very capable people so if you go with their plans, you are sure to have a good
time! If they have a suggestion for something to do, go with the flow, they like to be in control of what goes
on. The head is their most powerful erogenous zone. Stroking their hair and rubbing their scalp will make
them feel relaxed and heighten their sensations. Nibble the ear, for especially the men, they will not be able to
resist this, he will get uncontrollable urges and you will soon be all his! Straightforward, aggressive and
adventurous and this is reflected in their approach to sex. Expect it to be physical, quick and rough, they like
to dominate and have the upper position.
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3: Astrology and personality: the Analysis of Human Character
The best personality tests on www.enganchecubano.com: Are You Good Or Evil? Are You A Flake? What Is Your Life
Rated? Are You Trashy? Horoscope Personality Test and more.

Fire is her element, igniting all that she touches with the living spark of life. The Aries personality is creative,
passionate, energetic and â€” at times â€” domineering and short-tempered. A cardinal sign ruled by the planet
Mars , the Ram is great at getting things going, initiating endeavors, and infusing her enthusiasm into
everything she does. Aries is the sign of the cosmic child, the fresh green sprout, the prodigal bright youth.
She will always bring a completely new and unique perspective, regardless of the subject. Aries ladies have
their own way of seeing the world: They often call it like it is, eagerly pointing out when the emperor is
wearing no clothes. A sense of playfulness and an appreciation for absurdity can make this wooly Ram the life
of the party, and a joy to have as a companion. They like to be in charge of how they are perceived, and often
intensely dislike not being in control of their own image. In all relationships, romantic or professional,
equality is essential to the Aries woman. She will not tolerate chauvinism, being talked down to, or injustices
of any kind. Are you compatible with your Aries woman? The feminine Aries energy makes for passionate
and generous lovers, delightfully fun friends, and excellent creative contributors. Sex with an Aries woman
can be a combustible affair, a veritable bonfire of passion that can be completely consuming. Can you keep up
with her? Check your love compatibility with Aries. The physical world is her natural domain, so a purely
intellectual or emotional affair will simply not do for this glittering torch of a woman. Can you trust your
Aries woman? Well, that all depends on whether you give her a good reason not to wander off toward more
exciting connections. A roving eye and appreciation for a sexy body kept fit and taut are hallmarks for this
wild woman, so keep in shape if you want to keep up with her! A tiny house, garage apartment, or funky little
shack is ideal for when she does decide to settle down â€” but ideally, somewhere she can live alone and come
and go as she pleases. Roommates are not always her favorite thing, as she has very set ideas about how she
wants to live and keep her house â€” her home spaces are generally kept fairly tidy and organized, with an eye
for bright color, natural light, and interesting details. An Aries household is usually full of light and laughter,
with good music always playing, or being played. This kind of mom will take her kids traveling to far-flung
locales, like Paraguay and Kathmandu, bring them to Mardi Gras to see the parades, and start them early on
Szechuan cuisine â€” all in the name of experience. Ram mamas can be a little impatient with their kin,
especially with children who are quiet, introverted, or conventional. But these lucky kids may not realize that
they have the fun mom who will always encourage them to try new things, getting them drum sets to bash and
pogo sticks to bounce on! She has a way of making any project fun, inciting engagement, and helping others
face their fears and move past their boundaries. This is a natural coach personality, who does best as the center
of attention, the head of a project, and always the Boss! To prevent stepping on toes or losing her temper, an
Aries may shine best as a self-employed person. Though excellent at starting endeavors and initiating
connections, the Aries woman is not always aces at finishing things or wrapping up loose ends, so you may
find yourself wondering where your Aries flitted off to midway through a conversation or collaboration â€” or
even in a relationship. However, they do tend to circle back around to you eventually, and most times will pick
up right where they left off, with renewed energy. Their characteristics and skills at work is to ignite and stoke
the energy in a project, and keep a good vibe going while they do. If you want to surprise her with a
memorable date, take your Aries woman out to the carnival and ride all the most daring rides. Something
made especially for her, monogrammed with her name or initials, will set her heart aflame. In lieu of that, red
roses or any over-the-top red flower think gladiolas, Gerber daisies, or proteas will do in a pinch.
Fashion-wise, these women tend to be able to pull off unusual looks that no one else might be able to get away
with â€” but somehow they make it work. Aries rules the head, so this babe will often be seen wearing a cool
vintage hat, interesting barrettes, or a big bright blossom in her hair. Her clothing tends to be colorful, playful,
embellished or embroidered, and yet comfortable. Always practical, her favorite outfits are always a little
tomboyish, or even childlike. The Aries woman projects a sense of radiant confidence, and seems to glow with
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an inner light.
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4: Personality Traits Of Zodiac Signs | www.enganchecubano.com
Astrological Zodiac Traits/ Sun Sign Personalities Aries mar apr 20 Adventurous and energetic Pioneering and
courageous Enthusiastic and confident Dynamic and quick-witted Selfish and quick-tempered Impulsive and impatient
Foolhardy and daredevil.

We tell you how the working of the Universe and the movement of planets influence your personality, your
decisions and your overall life. Horoscopelogy provides you the medium to enter into the depths of the
Universe and discover about your life and your future. Our team of expert Astrologers and Psychic Readers
will give you accurate predictions on the basis of these stars about the various aspects of your life including
love, finance, career and health among others. These predictions will enable you to steer your life in the
correct and positive direction and find success. Here, you will find information on each and every aspect of
Vedic Astrology that governs your life. Am I going to be successful? How is my love life going to be? Am I
compatible with my partner? How is my day going to be? Which profession suits me best? Here, you will
discover answer and solutions to all your questions and problems that will lay the foundation of a secure and
promising future. Our tarot readers and eminent astrologers will provide accurate answers to all your woes and
worries on the basis of your stars, horoscope and psychic energies. Astrology plays an integral part in defining
our future. With Horoscopelogy, we aim to provide you with a way to take a peek into your future with the
help of Astrology and its other significant aspects. So, come and let the stars take you one step closer to your
future! Here, know about the symbolic meaning and significance of 22 Major Arcana Tarot Cards. Our Client
Says Horoscopelogy is my go-to website. It gives some amazingly accurate predictions on my daily
horoscope. I make it a point to go through this website before I start my day. No other website can give better
tarot reading analysis than Horoscopelogy. I checked my Career Tarot here and it was unbelievably correct.
David White I find the tarot card readings here so uplifting. It is extremely motivating. Would recommend
Horoscopelogy to everyone who needs some positivity in life. Amelia Morris I found everything that I wanted
to know about horoscope and astrology at one place. They provide some interesting insight into the future with
their horoscope predictions.
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Personality Traits Of Zodiac Signs. We all know that the 12 zodiac signs in astrology are each blessed with their own
personality traits. Some of it can be positive and some can be negative.

The growth of a person on their spiritual path has to be taken into consideration too. The birth sign is where
you should always start. Armed with this knowledge you can grow your desirable traits or work to soften
negative ones. This is your challenge. The positive and negative traits of the twelve signs of the zodiac will be
covered. Other tools will be made available to help you on your own journey of self-discovery. Having said
this, a lot can be found out about people through just their birth sign and its personality of astrology sign.
Classic astrology puts its focus on the persons tendencies, and the personalities of astrology signs specifically.
This astrology deals with the present traits and tendencies. Esoteric Astrology is based on the spiritual
evolution of a person on the spiritual path. It focuses is on past, present and future challenges. Little
consideration goes toward the personalities of astrology signs for their birth sign. As a person moves along the
path of spiritual evolution, Classic Astrology becomes less significant and the rays, planets, and ascending
sign take on more importance. Other ways to pinpoint and verify traits is through numerology , and also
Pythatoras Arrows. Below are the positive and negatives aspects of each of the personalities of astrology
signs. This planet represents action, anger, energy and sex. This is considered a masculine sign, positive,
extrovert. Aries is the first sign of the zodiac, and also represents spring. Being the first sign of the zodiac may
explain why this sign has a "me first" attitude, which an Arian will maintain from birth to death. People under
this sign are often unstoppable, and one of the most determined of the personalities of astrology signs. When
they see something they want, they go for it. Aries personalities of astrology signs may have strong drive, high
leadership qualities and be quite ambitious, but all too often they lack follow through and leap before setting
up an action plan. Abundant energy goes into all their goals. Often these competitive types become impatient
to the point of fool-hardy, because they can be quite the daredevil. Independence is a keyword of Aries
personalities of astrology signs. With strong self-reliance and self-assuredness, they are unlikely to be a
burden to others. If they find an occupation they love, they will become quite accomplished and wealthy from
it. The Aries person has a tendency to be quick-tempered, opinionated, and critical having no problem telling
others exactly how they feel in no uncertain terms. Pure honesty in this area has given the Aries personality a
bad wrap, as the most "in your face," of the personalities of astrology signs. Some have a knack for finding
and pushing others hot buttons. In fact, they meant every word of it! Some consider this a rather cruel trait
labeling Aries as intolerant, selfish, cruel, and arrogant. Those are meaningless words. An Aries considers it
"honesty. This is a very determined personality of astrology sign. The Arian quality of being somewhat of a
fanatic demanding things be done their way can get in the way of a smooth completion on a project. Few have
the adventurous spirit and courage of an Aries or the self-assurance to get it done. But, make sure your Aries
partner is committed to the project, or you will get less than an enthusiastic effort. All this becomes quite clear
when you realize that Aries is ruled by the planet Mars. In personal relationships, Aries have to be in charge.
A lot of praise and nurturing may be necessary at times to keep the peace. They will go to great lengths to
make sure their needs are taken care of. But, they will work hard to take care of their partners needs as well.
Keep in mind though it will be on their terms. Aries are usually intellectual more so than spiritual. But, if an
Aries can use their sharp-minds, drive and pioneering attitude towards spiritual truth they would have much to
contribute towards furthering humanitarian progress in the world. Juicing is the best way to fortify the body
with pure nutrition in the exact form your body wants. Get a blast of well needed nutrition, drink freshly
juiced vegetables twice a day. I have a Norwalk juicer, but the Omega is a good choice too. Taurus â€” April
20th to May 20th â€” This is the sign of "The Bull" Taurus is an earth sign ruled by the planet Venus in the
common man and Vulcan in the man on the path to discipleship. Venus is the planet of harmony, love, beauty
and music. Taurus personality of astrology signs are known for their stability, reliability and dependability. It
could be why a Taurus would be called upon to maintain order. This person thrives on security becoming
persistence and industrious in areas where they have a chance for significant financial gain. All too, often this
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drive for security and extravagance can make a Taurus quite materialistic and greedy. In fact they are one of
the most materialistic of the personalities of astrology signs. They make committed partners because they can
be patient, reliable, warmhearted and loving. But the flip-side is also just as common where they become
possessive, overly emotional, self-indulgent and jealous. They are prone to being inflexible, short tempered,
argumentative and the most stubborn and inflexible of all the personalities of astrology signs. It all depends on
where a Taurus falls on their spiritual path. The Buddha was a Taurus. A person born under this sign is said to
have one of the most reserved of all the natures in the personalities of astrology signs, revealing themselves
slowly to others. Employers love Taurus people, because they remain task oriented, confident of the outcome,
and rarely complain. Their colleagues like them because they are honest and well-respected. The Taurus
personality of astrology sign likes things to be precise, which is why many have artistic ability. They will
endure till what they want is perfect in their minds. If a Taurus child receives a nurturing, and a caring
upbringing they will be a joy to be around as an adult. The worst of the stubborn, demanding, impatient and
overly emotional qualities with take precedence over the positive ones. The Taurian influence in the world is
very potent right now. The Aquarian Age is upon us and we all have a choice right now of going with our
usual mass quality of "desire" or our will, can be directed towards "purpose". Organic sprouts are often over
30 times more nutritious than the parent plant. Loving yourself is about feeding yourself the best foods
available. Sprouts are highly nutritious, economical and fun. Gemini â€” May 21st â€” June 20th â€” This is
the sign of "The Twins" Gemini is an air sign ruled by Mercury in the common man and Venus in the man on
the path to discipleship. Get ready for a bit of a ride with a Gemini personality of astrology sign though.
Mercury is the sign of the twins and life will change moment to moment. If there were one word that would
describe a Gemini, it would be "sociable. Their goal is to make everyone happy, which often gets them into
trouble. This changeable personality of astrology sign, making them appear restless or often scheming when
they change directions on an issue. Words often used to describe a Gemini are scatter brained, silly and at best
flexible when they flip from one personality to the other. This is the sign of the duality of opposites. Many
consider a Gemini personality of astrology signs superficial because of their changeable nature. They can be
quite restless. Some of their negative traits are vain, cold and insensitive. Surprisingly, some can be very rigid
idealists, which is a feat considering the duality of this sign. Hay is a comprehensive guide showing how every
disease has an emotional beginning. The planet is evolving, and we must heal in order to grow with it. Cancer
â€” June 21st to July 22nd â€” This is the sign of "The Crab" Cancer is a water sign ruled by the Moon in the
common man and Neptune in the man on the path to discipleship. Neptune is the planet of mystical
consciousness, or the innate sensitivity which leads to higher vision. Cancers are homebodies who love their
families and their homes. Safety and security are important to this maternal, nurturing and very caring of
personalities of astrology signs. No matter how successful a Cancer is in business, they look forward to the
quiet and calm of their homes. This domestic sign thrives in a harmonious home environment, and will carry
deep emotional scars if there is unrest in the household. The Cancer person can be deeply emotional in fact
overly emotional or sensitive at times to the point of being clingy, moody and irritable. When hurt or
disappointed a Cancer will become quite introverted and could stay that way for days. A Cancer will not throw
caution to the wind. Everything will be carefully weighed and re-weighed to make sure that the right decision
or path is taken. If for some reason he miscalculates he will sulk and be distant for days. Intimate relationships
and close friendships are more important to a Cancer than an other personality of astrology sign.
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6: Zodiac Signs Personality Test
The study of astrology is expansive, complex, and transformative. Despite the nuances, the most fundamental principle
of astrology centers on the twelve familiar signs of the zodiac.

She wants to take pictures in the vintage photo-booth while smooching you and making silly faces, she wants
to blow bubbles in meadows of wildflowers, and she wants you to fall in love with her. Balance is the key
word for those born under the sign of the Scales â€” because Libra natives are always seeking equilibrium in
their lives. Another key word for this sign is delight. A Libra woman thrives on fun, laughter, joyfulness, and
beauty. These babes have a natural cool to them that comes from not trying too hard and keeping things chill.
These amorous ladies may never truly settle down, but if they do partner for the long haul, they may not have
a conventional marriage. Romance can reign for a Libra when she can accept all aspects of her lover. The
contribution from both partners in any union has to feel equal and reciprocal, or a Libra will find a way to bow
out of the relationship. Known for being erratic in their dalliances and even promiscuous in their heydays,
Libra women are notorious for being fantastic lovers, well-versed in the arts of sex and sensual pleasure.
Sexuality and touch are like bread and water for a Venus-ruled Libra. Do not expect them to ever go without.
Her home feels airy and light, and she is usually a fan of fairly modern or repurposed decor, with a taste
toward simple, clean lines: Natural lighting is a big deal for a Libra, and she will always eschew harsh or ugly
lighting. A Libra woman manages to integrate all aspects of her household harmoniously, so the kitchen flows
easily into the living room, and even if she has kids, their stuff never dominates the home. Everything in her
world is kept clean and pretty, and she loves having vases of fresh flowers here and there. Even when going
for a laid-back style, a Libra can easily dress it up and translate her space into a nonchalant glamour that feels
very polished and yet totally unpretentious. A sense of symmetry is essential tothe personality of Libras, who
loathe feeling out of balance. They might study feng shui and remove any offending items from their flowing
abode. Motherhood comes easily to many Libra women, who take to extreme feats of multitasking with
seeming ease. They have a straightforward way of talking with their children, who develop trust and respect
for their mom in return. Libra parenting is a fun mix of humor and curiosity, and a Scales mama will always
treat her children like the independent people they are, which engenders confidence and a strong sense of self
in her progeny. She might spend years in her twenties and even into her thirties bopping from idea to idea,
doing a lot of freelancing, starting little projects that eventually fizzle out, and generally just being queen of
the side hustle. They adore the conceptual aspect of starting new endeavors: But most of these burgeoning
enterprises are abandoned after a little while, or somehow organically morph into another sort of business
entirely. Often a Libra will become inflamed at social injustice and inequality, and will strive to become part
of the solution. But somehow this brilliant dynamo gets it all done, always seeming to have just enough in the
bank to keep all her castles in the sky afloat. Like the Goddess of Love, most Libra ladies will enjoy
decorating their limbs with precious ornaments and putting up their lovely locks in pleasingly wrought hair
combs. No matter their age, Libras will always approach getting dressed up with the delight of a young child
twirling around a costume closet. Native American and Mexican jewelry also generally holds appeal â€” but
go with older things that still translate into a modern look, with geometric elements and interesting lines. They
will prefer these styles over crusty-dusty rococo bric-a-brac with overwrought arabesques and too many
rosettes.
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7: Aries Woman: Personality Traits, Love & More
Astrology and Aptitude is a must read for everyone serious about becoming everything they can possibly be, and
supporting others to do the same. Preview this bookÂ» What people are saying - Write a review.

Without that knowledge, without that capacity to think, you can easily become a victim of people who seek to
take advantage of you". It was not known to the Babylonians that the constellations are not on a celestial
sphere and are very far apart. The appearance of them being close is illusory. The exact demarcation of what a
constellation is, is cultural, and varied between civilisations. This provided a further motivator for the study of
astronomy. Those in positions of power, like the Fatimid Caliphate vizier in , funded the construction of
observatories so that astrological predictions, fuelled by precise planetary information, could be made. On
astrology, it cited the inability of different astrologers to make the same prediction about what occurs
following a conjunction , and described the attributes astrologers gave to the planets as implausible. Astrology
provides the quintessential example of a pseudoscience since it has been tested repeatedly and failed all the
tests. The criterion was first proposed by philosopher of science Karl Popper. To Popper, science does not rely
on induction ; instead, scientific investigations are inherently attempts to falsify existing theories through
novel tests. If a single test fails, then the theory is falsified. Using this criterion of falsifiability, astrology is a
pseudoscience. According to Professor of neurology Terence Hines , this is a hallmark of pseudoscience. An
astrologer could only explain away failure but could not revise the astrological hypothesis in a meaningful
way. As such, to Kuhn, even if the stars could influence the path of humans through life astrology is not
scientific. In the case of predicting behaviour, psychology is the alternative. For these reasons Thagard viewed
astrology as pseudoscience. Whether or not they: In this approach, true falsification rather than modifying a
theory to avoid the falsification only really occurs when an alternative theory is proposed. James, astrology is
irrational not because of the numerous problems with mechanisms and falsification due to experiments, but
because an analysis of the astrological literature shows that it is infused with fallacious logic and poor
reasoning. In that case, I think, we are perfectly justified in rejecting astrology as irrational. Astrology simply
fails to meet the multifarious demands of legitimate reasoning. Other comments by astrologers are based on
severely erroneous interpretations of basic physics, such as a claim by one astrologer[ who? Further, James
noted that response to criticism also relies on faulty logic, an example of which was a response to twin studies
with the statement that coincidences in twins are due to astrology, but any differences are due to "heredity and
environment", while for other astrologers the issues are too difficult and they just want to get back to their
astrology. When specific predictions from astrologers were tested in rigorous experimental procedures in the
Carlson test, the predictions were falsified. Ten of the tests, which had a total of participating, involved the
astrologers picking the correct chart interpretation out of a number of others that were not the astrologically
correct chart interpretation usually three to five others. When the date and other obvious clues were removed,
no significant results were found to suggest there was any preferred chart. Again the results were no better
than chance. No effect was seen. The suggestion is that a small subset of the parents may have had changed
birth times to be consistent with better astrological charts for a related profession. The sample group was taken
from a time where belief in astrology was more common. Gauquelin had failed to find the Mars effect in more
recent populations [c] , where a nurse or doctor recorded the birth information. The number of births under
astrologically undesirable conditions was also lower, indicating more evidence that parents choose dates and
times to suit their beliefs. The underpinnings of astrology tend to disagree with numerous basic facts from
scientific disciplines. ESP, Telekinesis, and other Pseudoscience. They commented on the example of
Elizabeth Teissier who claimed that "the sun ends up in the same place in the sky on the same date each year"
as the basis for claims that two people with the same birthday but a number of years apart should be under the
same planetary influence. Over a 40 years period there would be a difference greater than , miles. Further, the
creation of the zodiac and the disconnect from the constellations was because the sun is not in each
constellation for the same amount of time. Astrology was claimed to work before the discovery of Neptune,
Uranus and Pluto and they have now been included in the discourse on an ad hoc basis. Some astrologers
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make claims that the position of all the planets must be taken into account, but astrologers were unable to
predict the existence of Neptune based on mistakes in horoscopes. If they decide to keep it, what about the
growing list of other recently discovered similar bodies Sedna, Quaoar. Lack of mechanism[ edit ] Astrology
has been criticised for failing to provide a physical mechanism that links the movements of celestial bodies to
their purported effects on human behaviour. Bok , Lawrence E. Jerome, and Paul Kurtz. They said that there is
no scientific foundation for the tenets of astrology and warned the public against accepting astrological advice
without question. Their criticism focused on the fact that there was no mechanism whereby astrological effects
might occur: We can see how infinitesimally small are the gravitational and other effects produced by the
distant planets and the far more distant stars. It is simply a mistake to imagine that the forces exerted by stars
and planets at the moment of birth can in any way shape our futures. Sagan said he took this stance not
because he thought astrology had any validity, but because he thought that the tone of the statement was
authoritarian, and that dismissing astrology because there was no mechanism while "certainly a relevant point"
was not in itself convincing. In a letter published in a follow-up edition of The Humanist, Sagan confirmed
that he would have been willing to sign such a statement had it described and refuted the principal tenets of
astrological belief. This, he argued, would have been more persuasive and would have produced less
controversy. If the astrologer insisted on being inconsistent with the current understanding and evidential basis
of physics, that would be an extraordinary claim. However, synchronicity itself is considered neither testable
nor falsifiable. Forer effect It has also been shown that confirmation bias is a psychological factor that
contributes to belief in astrology. Another, separate, form of confirmation bias also plays a role, where
believers often fail to distinguish between messages that demonstrate special ability and those that do not. If
more information is requested for a prediction, the more accepting people are of the results. The personality
descriptions were taken from a book on astrology. The effect is heightened when the individuals were aware
that the personality description was being used to discuss astrology. Individuals who were not familiar with
astrology had no such tendency. Adorno conducted a study of the astrology column of a Los Angeles
newspaper as part of a project that examined mass culture in capitalist society. Following the complaints of
astrology believers, Cox gave the following statement to the BBC: I should have said that this new age drivel
is undermining the very fabric of our civilisation. The closeness of the two words varies depending on the
language. This may partially be due to the implicit association amongst the general public, of any wording
ending in "ology" with a legitimate field of knowledge. In half of the polls, the word "astrology" was used,
while in the other the word "horoscope" was used.
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Fun, free-spirited, and fiercely independent, the Aries woman is a breath of fresh air - a brightly burning candle in human
form. Fire is her element, igniting all that she touches with the living spark of life. The Aries personality is creative,
passionate, energetic and - at times.

Are the place and time of birth required? This matter has no limit. It addresses one of the most important roles
of astrology. Indeed, to know oneself and to know other people by looking into a natal chart is one of the best
favourite hobbies of both professional and amateur astrologers! In a matter of seconds, eyebrows frown,
smiles lighten up faces, and the quick surge of adrenaline caused by reading an astrological chart is probably
most revealing about the special interest aroused by this specific branch of astrology, which psychological
analysis is. Indeed, the natal chart is supposed to describe, quite rapidly for experienced people, the
personality as well as the factors of psychological growth of any human being. It is very common to hear
people say that in real life, many months, and even many years are required in order to thoroughly know
someone. Actually, the wording "weaknesses and strengths" is fairly subjective, and it is preferable to talk
about vulnerabilities and abilities to adjust to vagaries and to people in most areas of life. Personality
description is probably the part of Western astrology which wins the best supports from its proponents. Unlike
Chinese astrology for instance, which is more predictive than descriptive of a personality, Western astrology
linked up with psychology and psychoanalysis very early. With the Sun, Uranus, and the Moon as dominant
planets, Obama is a shining leader, an original who is an independence lover, as well as an emotional and
inspired person. It is also possible to remedy specific repetitive patterns leading to failure, and also to take
advantage of obvious qualities, which the person may not yet be aware of. The above questions deal with the
place and time of birth. The definite answer is that, even without these data, it remains possible to draw an
amazingly interesting amount of information from a natal chart. Therefore, although the time of birth is an
important feature, much valuable information can still be obtained without it. As for planetary dominants,
many among them may be found without a time of birth, since they are not always based on house cusps.
However, it is true that assessments are not as fine-tuned and outstanding as in the cases where a reliable place
and time of birth are known. For instance, a dissonant Moon-Mars interaction is very likely to translate into
huge mood swings, above-average impulsiveness, and uncontrollable emotional surges. Of course, it does not
mean that it has a positive or negative impact. All this is valid for planets in signs also. Indeed, the Moon in
Aries is combative, and, to get back to our previous example, most likely over-emotional. Mercury in Gemini
is prone to increase intellectual curiosity and keenness, or to scatter intellectual abilities, since this planet
naturally rules intelligence. With Leo, Aquarius, and Gemini as dominant signs, Obama is a noble and
inventive person who is clever in communication. It must be noted that when the birth time is unknown,
approximations are caused by astrological houses and by the Moon, whose average motion is 12 degrees per
day, thus 6 degrees in 12 hours, which constitutes the maximal margin of error, if noon is taken as a
conventional reference. Thus, considering that a sign measures 30 degrees, there is a non-negligible, yet
relatively limited probability, that the Moon shifts signs, if her position at noon is between 24 and 30 degrees,
or between 0 and 6 degrees of any astrological sign. As for the place of birth, similarly to the time of birth, it is
possible, but not desirable of course, to ignore it. A different location implies a different domification, which
means different astrological houses. By contrast, planets are not affected, and their interpretation in signs and
aspects remains entirely valid. It is definitely very narrow! Thus, the impact is often negligible, except in the
case where some planets move from one house to another. With Fire and Air as dominant elements, Obama is
an energetic, enterprising, mobile person, endowed with a strong communication talent. It sometimes discloses
psychological facets which the chart owner is not yet aware of. For instance, an exaggerated emotional
vulnerability can be exploited deliberately for artistic creations, and a natural tendency towards violence can
be redirected into athletic exploits, etc. May we remind that for example in France, in the majority of cases,
and for free, with a simple telephone call to the town hall of the natal city, you can get a birth certificate with
the time of birth, even though you are not a relative. It is strongly recommended to know the birth time before
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i have use Astrology since i was 12, i have found it really interesting to know about your future, or personality, which
many people are excited about. it can affect it you mentally and physically.

Libra Women Traits Lucky Days for Aries There are always lucky days for Aries ahead as well as for
everyone else in the great astrological chart of the heavens. Yet whether, as Shakespeare once said, "the fault
is not in our stars but in ourselves" is completely This has a lot to do with the positions of Monthly Horoscope
for Gemini Moon Sign Compatibility Moon sign compatibility has many facets; not only does one consider
the sign in which the moon is housed, but also the many aspects it makes. Personalities of Astrology Signs
The personalities of astrology signs are influenced by many things. Come find out what makes you tick!
Personalities of Astrology Signs Personality Characteristics of Aquarius Males The eleventh sign of the
zodiac, fixed air Aquarius creates some of the most articulate and unique males under the stars. They are also
eccentric and downright weird as they have their own way of viewing reality unlike any other. Personality
Characteristics of Aquarius Males Physical Characteristics of a Scorpio The physical characteristics of a
Scorpio are fairly easy to spot since several factors make this sign quite distinctive. Scorpios tend to come in
two types. If they have a small frame, their features will be quite small, even Physical Characteristics of a
Scorpio Physical Characteristics of Aries The physical characteristics of Aries are often quite obvious, perhaps
because this sign is the first of the zodiac wheel. Physical Characteristics of Aries Physical Characteristics of
Capricorn The physical characteristics of Capricorn are numerous, but they will only hold true if the
individual has a strong presence of Capricorn in their birth chart. The rising sign and the moon sign,
particularly if they make strong aspects Physical Characteristics of Capricorn Pisces Beauty Profile The Pisces
beauty profile is an interesting one because it truly tells the physical tale of the twelfth sign. In some ways, this
As the last sign of the twelve signs of the zodiac, Pisces is highly evolved and reveals her characteristics,
traits, and talents over time. Pisces Characteristics Pisces Men Traits Mysterious, and often difficult to fathom,
Pisces men are attractive to many and close to few. Understanding some of the basic Her empathy is
all-powerful and makes her the most likely confidant when a friend or even a stranger has a problem. Pisces
Woman Traits, Romantic Matches, and Personality Sagittarius Legends Sagittarius is undoubtedly one of the
more colorful members of the zodiac, and there are various legends associated with this sign. Learn about the
centaur and the archer, and see why Sagittarius is such a character. Read on to learn more about these
beguiling beauties. Sagittarius Woman Scorpio Behavior When in Love Scorpio is one of the most profound
and mysterious signs of the zodiac. When supported by harmonious signs and energies, Scorpio can be a
powerful and Your birthday is always lucky, but there are also many other days each year that are lucky for a
Scorpio While this is certainly a sign characteristic, Scorpio also has many redeeming qualities. Strengths and
Weaknesses Scorpio traits are legendary in the world of astrology. Strengths and Weaknesses Scorpio Women
Traits A closer look at common traits of Scorpio women reveals just how complex, fascinating, and magnetic
these lovely ladies can be. Highly intelligent and very courageous, Scorpio is no shrinking violet. In fact,
when this woman decides what she wants, Scorpio Women Traits Star Sign Symbol Pictures "Star sign" is just
another term for zodiac sign, and there are numerous star sign symbols used to represent the various zodiac
signs found throughout Western and Chinese astrology. Check out the following symbols to see which ones
represent Star Sign Symbol Pictures Taurus and Marriage Taurus men and women are not only darlings; they
make wonderful husbands or wives. But they are genuinely kind, patient, and gentle They have an
uncomplicated, quiet, gentle nature and a special connection Taurus individuals are down to earth, practical,
methodical, have epicurean tastes, finely tuned senses, and an eye for beauty, but they can also be painfully
intransigent. Read on to find out which professions allow Taurus characteristics to shine through best. Taurus
Professions Taurus Profile and Characteristics A well-rounded Taurus profile is sure to hit all of the major
characteristics and personality traits that make up this sign. In Ancient myths, Mercury Hermes is the slippery
messenger to the gods, the patron of thieves, and the inventor of lying. Gemini is the wordsmith, the
salesperson, A Leo who goes to the dark side can be one of They can be tactless and vociferous bores, and
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when their mind is in flight, which it usually is, they can be laughably These mothers are emotional,
demanding, and demonstrative. Success is his end-game, no matter what he sets his heart or mind to. Once
committed, he can weather any storm Below are a few tips about So, keep your eyes and ears open and be
ready to turn on a dime because with a Gemini calling the shots, the workplace is Generally, a Leo boss will
be fair and impartial, as long as you Chief among them are grace, charm, and a knack for seeing both sides of
an issue. Like most zodiac signs, the typical Aquarius is unique enough that you can often identify one easily.
Of course, understanding or attributing motives to an astrological sign can be a dicey prospect; few can claim
being able to see into the heart of man Understanding Male Capricorn Behavior Using Moon Sign Tables The
moon is an effective teacher of the cycles of life, and an incredible timing guide that can be applied with
amazing results to business endeavors, creative projects, and just about everything else. Using Moon Sign
Tables Virgo Characteristics Virgos are said to be the most analytical and organized members of the zodiac.
Their perfection-oriented worldview makes them extremely efficient and diligent workers. Virgo
Characteristics Virgo in Marriage Virgos are often stereotyped as being critical, obsessive-compulsive
nitpickers whose best attribute is being a worker. A Virgo can be annoyingly critical, fussy, pedantic,
argumentative, complaining, anal-retentive, and indecisive. Pisces has an innocent, whimsical nature and is
deeply sensitive, emotional, and imaginative. So, forget talking to them about celebrity gossip, the stock
market, the evening news, or career development. In mainstream astrology the moon sign tends to be
overshadowed by the ever-dominant sun sign. In fact, the moon sign is seldom mentioned at all. The moon is
every bit as significant in a natal chart as the sun; however, The astrological Sun is the central masculine
principle in astrology. What to Do When Cancer Is Mad at You Anger is an emotion that contains a great deal
of focused protective energy and Cancer is the most protective sign of the zodiac. Cancers have active
Cardinal emotions Water. Expect a pragmatic, hands-on boss who is a hard worker, and expects the same from
those who work for her. In short, she expects everything Anything fashioned in bright red Clothing that
projects an innocent and fresh Actually, when a Virgo feels the time is right, they have no problem moving on.
Why Is Pisces so Emotional? Without emotions music would not move you and loss would not affect you.
Nothing would bring you to tears or have you rolling in laughter. Why Is Taurus so Mean? Their meanness
comes from their stubborn, strong-willed, forceful, and security conscious nature. When these natural traits get
taken to the extreme, a headstrong Taurus can become frighteningly mean The information in this category is
designed to help you learn more about your own zodiac sign, as well as the other 11 signs of the zodiac.
Topics in this category include: Basic Characteristics of the 12 Signs - Each sun sign has some basic
personality traits that are shared by all people born under that sign, at least to some degree. Learn general traits
for all 12 star signs , and take a deeper look at individual signs like Libra , Aquarius , Aries , and more. Find
out what makes Virgo men tick, why Pisces women are so complex, and why Gemini men are so changeable.
Moon Sign Info - Your sun sign is just one facet of your zodiac makeup. Learn about your moon sign and how
it influences your personality, your compatibility with others, and the way you view the world from the inside.
Use the articles in this category as a study guide, one that just might help you forge stronger, more compatible
relationships with the people around you.
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